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 I Spy Spring! 
 
 
 
                          

 
Our topic for learning this term is all about the changes that are taking place, moving from 
winter into spring time. The children will explore their environment to look for signs of spring, 
make close observations of nature, including tadpoles changing into froglets! The children will 
be using information books to help to find out more about the life cycles of different animals 
and consider what animals need to grow and stay healthy. They will explore the different 
conditions, to enable plants to grow successfully and will also learn the importance of having 
instructions to help organise their actions. The children will also be encouraged to talk about 
people who are important to them and their families. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Communication and Language 

Speaking before Reading 

 
The children are encouraged to use speaking to recall and sequence familiar stories and use 
their imagination to extend story ideas and engage in book sharing, before being introduced 
to formal reading. The use of questions supports children to link new ideas with experience 
and the development of critical and logical thinking for verbal reasoning. The children practise 
story language, learn new vocabulary and the composition of narrative, alongside 
representing ideas using actions and drawing. They move on from ‘telling’ to representing 
ideas pictorially and then into writing, supported by ‘talk for writing’ and ‘write dance’ 
methods. Below are some of the key texts that the children will be exploring this term.  
 

 

 

 

 

      



Curriculum and Learning 

Communication and Language                                                                                                                                 
Focus: Continue to use language to make greater links between prior knowledge to new ideas 
and learning: compose questions to find out more  
  
- Understand and apply in context concept words linked to quality, colour, properties, sound, 
shape, size, movement, quantity, space, time and number                                                                                                    
- Sensory play focus: practise and apply vocabulary linked to concept words, strengthening 
links with knowledge and understanding                 
- Name/describe/explain properties/qualities of materials and objects                                                            
- Build and use new vocabulary                                                                                                                  
- Use talk in pretend play                                                                                                                             
- Develop the grammatical composition of spoken words in sentences                                                                                                
- Recall narratives, story sequencing including linking and extending story ideas using 
imagination and personal experience  
- Use talk to compose questions; to find out more                                                                                                                                                                       

- Recall and explain factual information from experience/ knowledge of the world                                                                                        

- Use language expressively using and applying intonation; key phrase in songs, stories, rhyme            

and rhythmic patterns                                                                                                                                    

- Understand and apply positional vocabulary linked to shape, space, size and number 

concepts                                                                                                                                                                                                           

- Understand and answer questions                                                                                                                               

- Use talk to connect ideas, explain what is happening and anticipate what might happen next                                                                                                                    

- Use imagination stimulated by discussions, ideas and objects- Chop and talk: developing 

thinking for calculating/ problem solving 

Word Reading                                                                                                                  
Children who are working in Phase 3 who are ready to engage in group reading, using 
scheme books 
- Use a wide range of vocabulary in spoken sentences 
- Identify nouns and plurals in spoken sentences (for some, verbs and adjectives)                                                                                     
- Sequence familiar stories and extend using own ideas and experience 
- Recount story sequences accurately 
- Respond to questions and begin to explain ideas logically                              
- Read some HF/ common exception words I, no, go, to, the, into he, she, we, me, be was, 
my, you, her, they, all, are                                                                                                                 
- Use because to encourage verbal reasoning and problem solving 
- Apply phase 2 and 3 GPC’s: oral segmenting and blending to build and decode words 
- Engage in book sharing using ‘essential reads’ and for others, ‘scheme books’                                                                                     
- Respond and answer questions with understanding                                                                                                 
- Share own stories stimulated by books, objects and ideas 
- Interpret read text                                                                                                                                            
- Use pictures/puppets/ props to recall texts and rhymes                                                                                                          
- Silly questions; encouraging verbal reasoning                                                                                                                                                                                       
- Represent and sequence ideas using objects, mark making, drawing and writing 



Children working in Phase 2/3 and aspect 4/5/7 in phase 1 
- Identify plurals: objects                                                                                                                             

- Apply alliteration to common nouns                                                                                                         

- Identify rhyming words                                                                                                                                         

- Identify letters with their spoken sound (GPC’s)                                                                                             

- Teach, practice and apply oral segmenting; to say and hear the blends of words cvc                                                                                                                                                                  

- Oral segmenting and blending for reading - vc words: if, am, on, up including ‘ig’ ‘ug’ ‘oc’                                   

- Recognise some high frequency and common exception words: to I no go the into, he, she, 

we, me, be was, my, you, her, they, all, are                                                                                                  

- Coordinating conjunction: and to extend spoken sentences and with introducing opposite 

concepts                                                                                                                                                              

- Develop flow of speech, use of intonation and repetition in spoken sentences                                                     

- Greater use of vocabulary in spoken sentences                                                                                                    

- Apply concept words in spoken sentences to explain                                                                                  

- Engage in book sharing using ‘essential reads’                                                                                      

- Respond and answer questions with understanding                                                                                                 

- Children’s own stories stimulated by books, objects and ideas                                                                                     

- Pictures/puppets/ props to recall texts and rhymes                                                                                                         

- Represent and sequencing ideas using drawing                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Physical Development                                                                                                            
Fine motor skills and Writing                                                                                                                                                         
-  Mark making/ drawing/ tripod grip/ name writing / hand writing; letter families                             
- Contextual play writing                                                                                                                               
- CVC/CCVC/CVCC word building                                                                                                                                        
- Spell: the, to, I, no, go, into / we, he, she, be, me, my, and                                 
- Begin to apply GPC’s to build and spell words 
- Text and sentence structure using finger spaces, capital letters and full stops 
- Represent and sequence ideas using drawing in response to experience, narratives and 
information 
 
Sensory play/ Creative stations 
- Small scale: scoop, pour and fill                                                                                                               
- Pots: twist, flip, pull, push                                                                                                                                
- Scissors: cutting/ snipping/ shaping                                                                                                                
- Ripping/ tearing                                                                                                                                              
- Threading/ joining/ sticking/ scrunching/ smudging/ rubbing/ moulding/ shaping/ squashing/ 
manipulating  
- Dough Disco     
- Building/ balancing                           
 
Gross motor skills 
- Physical challenges                    
- Coordination: refining movements 
- Greater control in using large/small physical equipment including 
- Climbing frame 



- Bikes, trikes, ramps 
- Yoga; stretching and breathing - tingshaw bells / core practice 
- Write Dance: big letter pattern movements into small letter patterns - mark making 
 

Spatial Awareness 
Directional and positional: use language and respond to verbal instructions   
Activities: treasure hunt, hide and seek, Rosie’s walk, obstacle courses and map drawing  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

Within our continuous provision the children have opportunities to visit the mindfulness area. 

This is a reflective space where children sit quietly and engage in sensory and empathy play. 

They also learn how they can use listening and breathing to help them to feel calm, including 

yoga songs with actions. 

Key focus: I’m Sorry!                            
- Playing collaboratively 
- Turn taking 
- Giving praise to our friends                                                                                                                         
- Looking after each other 
 
Growth mind-set 
- Engagement jar 
 
Friendships                                                                                                                                                    
- How can we help our pets, friends and ourselves to feel better?                            
- Belly breathing; The Core Practice 

Key Texts:                      
- It’s ok to make mistakes 
Tod Parr                         
- Tadpoles Promise 
Jeanne Willis 
 
Emily Arrow  
 - Curious garden 
Peter Brown                                                                                                                                                         
-  Love is                 
Diane Adams 
 



Maths Focus: 

Counting                                                                                                                                                                                          

- Count and match non-identical objects with corresponding values presented on picture/dot 

cards and written numerals up to 10 and beyond                                                                                       

- Counting in 2’s                                                                                                                                                    

- Zero: problem solving  

Multiplication and Division                                                                                                                                          

- Double numbers within 10                                                                                                                                

- Explore halving and sharing                                                                                                                       

- Odd and even numbers within 10 

Number and Place Value                                                                                                                                                             

- Order value using dot cards, pictures, numicon, unifix and written numerals                                                                                  

- Create pictorial representations of value and order                                                                           

- Estimate number / Subertise                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

- Compare numbers to 10                                                                                                                                

- Record zero as a score: bean bags and buckets!                                                                       

Addition and Subtraction: concrete/marks/written numerals                                                                                                                           

- Number bonds using Numicon, Unifix towers, part/whole model 5,6,7,8,9,10                                                                                                                                               

- Combine two groups of non-identical objects together and find the total                                                

- Add two groups of identical objects together and find the total                                                                             

- Pictorial: record using ten bar and part/whole model                                                                                                                                                              

- Continue one/two less/ more concepts using a number frame                                                                                                                                                       

Continue to  
- Ask and answer questions / describe an order / explain calculations and findings                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
- Practise and use comparative language; comparing size, number, height and length                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
- Compare shape- 2D: straight and curved / 3D: roll and don’t roll / 3D: same and different                                                                                                                                                                                               
- Identify and name 2D and 3D shapes: number of sides /corners/ faces  
- Sort/group/match/ classify objects; describe sorting / chosen criteria                                                           
- Explore repeating patterns: 2/3 pattern sequences using colour /music / physical actions                   
- Sing number songs, body actions and rhymes                                                                                                                          
- Explore money, time and weather: daily routines and role play                                                                                                                                  
- Match pairs: picture cards, objects and value                                                                                                         
- Memory and tactile games: guess the number/ feely bag                                                                                                          
- Use objects, marks and pictures to represent number ideas                                                                                         
- E-Learning- Purple Mash (mini mash)                                                                                                                          
- Number Blocks: https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/numberblocks 

 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/numberblocks

